This paper introduces repeated theory on the base of fuzzy cooperative game by Aubin etal in 1974 and then constructs repeated fuzzy games theory. It gives the conception of repeated convex fuzzy cooperative games and studies the property of repeated convex fuzzy games.
Introduction
The theory of fuzzy cooperative game had been studying widely and deeply since it was introduced by Aubin(1974 Aubin( , 1981 , and Jorge ovido (1999) studied the theory of a repeated cooperative games. In this paper, we combine the two theory and construct a repeated fuzzy cooperative game.
The purpose of this paper is on one hand to present a detailed characterization of repeated convex fuzzy games and on the other hand to study the property of repeated convex fuzzy games. 
Fuzzy cooperative games and convex fuzzy cooperative games
We define the repeated fuzzy cooperative game, so that it has the same structure as the fuzzy cooperative game.
be a fuzzy coalition sequence, we define the repeated fuzzy characteristic function w as
we denote by H the set of all coalition sequences. 
Main result
be two coalition sequences such that for all
is convex game ,then the repeated fuzzy cooperative w is convex game with satisfies
Proof: See reference Gao Zuo-feng (2006).
The next lemma for repeated convex fuzzy game is related with the increasing marginal contribution property for players. It states that a level increase of a player in a repeated fuzzy coalition sequence has more beneficial effect in a larger coalition than in a small coalition sequences. For 
, Define the fuzzy coalition sequence of t-stage games
follows from coordinate-wise convexity of w and 
The next theory introduces a characterizing property for repeated convex fuzzy games. Similar to fuzzy game, we also call the increasing average marginal return property (IAMR-Property). 
. Note that in this case 
